Ramapo College Receives Unique Collection of Images Memorializing Historic Women

MAHW, N.J. – Noted author and photographer Penny Colman has donated her unique and extensive collection of images of landmarks to historic women to the School of Humanities and Global Studies at Ramapo College. Colman will discuss her work in a virtual event titled “Where Are the Women?” on Thursday, March 25 at 6 p.m. To view the event, log on to https://ramapo.webex.com/ramapo/j.php?MTID=mea7f047296ed8e24d2986cef46ae003e

“The Penny Colman Collection of Women’s Historical Landmarks” was conceptualized 30 years ago with simple questions: Where are the women? In particular, were women’s names and deeds recognized, as were men’s, with statues, signs, plaques, roadside markers, memorials, artwork, or on gravestones, except as a ‘wife’?

“The School of Humanities and Global Studies at Ramapo College of New Jersey is thrilled to announce the donation of the Penny Colman Collection of Historical Landmarks to Women,” said Ramapo Assistant Professor of History Sarah Koenig, who organized the event with Ramapo Associate Professor of African American History David Colman and Cathy Moran Hajo, director of the Jane Addams Papers Project at the College. “This one-of-a-kind collection of photographs and research notes offers an invaluable window into how and why people in the U.S. and abroad have chosen to memorialize particular figures in particular times and places. It also offers a unique view into Colman’s own life and work, giving students a chance to walk in the footsteps of an experienced researcher.”

The Penny Colman collection will also be digitized, said Koenig, who chairs the HGS Digital Humanities Committee. “Once this rich archive is digitized, Ramapo students and faculty will be able to use digital tools to expand the reach of the collection by making it fully searchable and accessible to the public. We will also be able to add new ways of experiencing the archive through data visualizations that highlight connections between particular people, organizations, places, and monuments,” noting that Hajo will oversee the digitalization project.
Koenig added that as Americans continue to debate the meaning and value of historical monuments across the nation, the Penny Colman Collection will allow Ramapo students and faculty to contribute to these conversations through innovative research and hands-on learning.

After many intentional road trips, Colman amassed an extensive collection of 35 mm slides, prints, and jpegs documenting landmarks for an A-to-Z list of women from economist and educator Edith Abbot to antislavery activist, Civil War scout and spy Harriet Tubman to premier athlete Babe Didrikson Zaharias. Colman’s images have been reproduced in articles and books and appear in her popular slide presentations, including “On the Trail of Suffrage Landmarks” for the Women’s Rights National Historical Park. Her 2019 road trip through England and Scotland, “In the Footsteps of Suffragettes,” is documented on her blog, pennycolman.com/blog. Images also appear on Instagram @pennycolmancollection

For more information, visit www.pennycolman.com
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